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Chapter 1181, whose home is this 

 

Ru Yu finally came back to her senses. When she saw Jin Zhengnan’s thin lips pressing down on her, she 

instinctively dodged to the side and avoided his kiss. Then, when he wasn’t paying attention, she raised 

her foot and kicked his calf Jin Zhengnan immediately released his hand that was holding her waist in 

pain. 

Ru Yu quickly broke free from his embrace and glared at him with a face full of anger She gritted her 

teeth in hatred and growled, “Jin Zhengnan, people can’t be shameless to this extent. After you eat here 

tonight, hurry up and get lost. Otherwise, don’t blame me, ru Yu, for not being polite. ” 

After saying this, ru Yu picked up her shopping bag and walked out of the door again. She was so angry. 

Jin Zhengnan’s actions just now instinctively made her feel disgusted. Who did he think he was Was He 

still her husband? 

She and Jin Zhengnan had known each other for four years and married for three years. Although they 

had never had a real relationship, kissing was unavoidable, especially on their birthday every year He 

always liked to kiss her with a mouth full of cream. 

At that time, she felt that the kiss was sweet because at that time, she was his wife and his lover. Now, 

they had become strangers. She could not even accept his skin-to-skin contact, not even on the cheek. 

Ru Yu carried the shopping bag and went downstairs. Fortunately, the car was parked under a poplar 

tree not far from the corridor. She went over to unlock the car, pulled the door and got in. She threw 

the book on the passenger seat. 

She used the keys to start the car. She looked up and was about to start the car, but she was stunned in 

an instant. In her line of sight, Lan Ruoshui was carrying a big birthday cake and walking towards the 

corridor of the building she was in. 

She thought that Jin Zhengnan coming here to celebrate his birthday was an act of nostalgia for their 

previous birthday together, but what was the meaning of Lan Ruoshui bringing a birthday cake here? 

Hehe, she could not help but laugh at herself. When she saw so many dishes on the dining table just 

now, she thought that he was thinking about her in his heart. He was thinking about the scene of their 

previous birthday together, so he made a bunch of dishes to remember her. 

It seemed that she was indeed overthinking things. Someone was coming to celebrate his birthday, so 

how could he not make more dishes? 

Moreover, they probably had to drink to celebrate their birthday. When they got drunk later and the 

atmosphere was good under the candlelight, who could guarantee that the couple would not do 

something inhuman? 

As she thought of this, the blood on ru Yu’s body almost instinctively surged up. That was her house, her 

home. She had originally allowed Jin Zhengnan to spend the night alone on account of his birthday. No 

matter what, they were once husband and wife. 



But now, at this moment, what did Jin Zhengnan mean He actually wanted to bring Lan Ruoshui here to 

stay Where did he put her car, ru Yu? 

If they wanted to celebrate their birthday, they could do whatever they wanted. They could go 

anywhere, but not in her car, ru Yu’s house! 

With this thought in mind, ru Yu, who had already started the car, quickly stopped. She pushed open the 

car door and got out. Then, she quickly walked towards the corridor of her building. 

They lived on the third floor. Because she was in a hurry, she couldn’t help but walk a little faster. 

However, she was still a few minutes later than Lan Ruoshui. When she walked up the stairs, Lan 

Ruoshui was already gone, and her room door was tightly shut. 

She stood at her own door and calmed down a little because she was panting from running up the stairs. 

She raised her hand and was about to knock on the door, but she stopped in an instant. After thinking 

for a moment, she finally chose to use the key to open the door. 

Chapter 1182, I beg you 

 

The moment the door was pushed open, Jin Zhengnan and Lan Ruoshui, who were originally standing 

opposite each other, quickly turned around. When they saw that it was ru Yu, Jin zhengnan instinctively 

frowned, while Lan Ruoshui quickly flew into a rage after a moment of shock. 

“Che Ru Yu, you’re already married to Lei Zhenyu. ” Lan Ruoshui’s voice trembled due to her anger. 

“Why are you still so shameless? You actually came here to celebrate your birthday with Jin Zhengnan? ” 

Ru Yu was furious when she heard her words. She could not help but retort, “Lan Ruoshui, which eye of 

yours saw me celebrating my birthday with Jin Zhengnan? ” 

“today is Zhengnan’s birthday. If you’re not here to celebrate his birthday with him, then why are you 

here? ” Lan Ruoshui roared in anger. “could it be that you’re here to celebrate his birthday? ” 

“This is my home! ” Ru Yu’s voice was forced by Lan Ruoshui. She could not help but raise her voice a 

few decibels She pointed at the two people in front of her and said, “get lost. Get Out of my house. 

Whether it’s a birthday or a date, go somewhere else and come to someone else’s house to do dirty 

things. How dare you say that the owner of this house has to have a limit to how shameless he is? How 

can he go to this extent? ” 

“Who did dirty things? ” Jin Zhengnan’s face was as black as Bao Gong’s when he heard this He couldn’t 

help but say to Lan Ruoshui, “Ruoshui, hurry up and take your birthday cake away. I told you, it’s 

impossible for us. Don’t follow me anymore… ” 

“What do you mean it’s impossible? ” Lan Ruoshui shouted hysterically Then, she turned around and 

vented her anger on ru Yu. “It’s all because of you, you shameless mistress. In order to prevent me from 

marrying Jin Zhengnan, you actually destroyed the relationship between my uncle and Yu Xi. Now, I 

can’t be with Zhengnan, and Yu Xi can’t be with my uncle. Are you happy now? Are you happy now? ” 

When ru Yu heard Lan Ruoshui’s incoherent words, she couldn’t help but laugh With a cold snort, she 

said, “Lan Ruoshui, I don’t know if you have studied the capital of being a mistress before you became a 



mistress. Although there is a famous saying that there is no family that can not be separated, only a 

mistress that does not work hard. However, the word ‘work hard’ is very important. This includes not 

only having to guard the cold cave like Wang Baochuan, but also having to learn and cultivate. For a 

shrew like you, even if Lei Zhenyu and I are not married, even if you are married to Jin Zhengnan, how 

long do you think your marriage can last? ” 

Ru Yu’s words caused Lan Ruoshui’s face to turn red She could not help but growl again, “WHO’s The 

shrew Have I ever been like this before My temper is getting worse and worse, wasn’t it because you 

forced me to If you don’t continue to have a secret relationship with Masao, if you don’t join hands with 

Lei Zhenyu to stop our marriage Will I become like this?” 

Lan Ruoshui’s words were overbearing. Ru Yu was stunned for a moment, but she could not speak. She 

knew that what Lan Ruoshui said was not a lie. In the past, Lan Ruoshui had never been such a shrew. 

Her temper was getting more and more irritable It was indeed something that happened in the past few 

months. 

Just as Ru Yu was in a daze, Lan Ruoshui knelt in front of ru Yu with a ‘PA’ sound She used an extremely 

painful voice to beg, “Che Ru Yu, I beg you, please divorce my uncle You didn’t love him to begin with, 

and he didn’t love you either. Why do you have to sacrifice your own marriage just to prevent me from 

marrying Jin Zhengnan? What benefits does this have for you?” 

Chapter 1183: How do you know that we don’t have feelings 

 

Ru Yu was instinctively shocked. She never dreamed that Lan Ruoshui would actually kneel down for 

her. Jin Zhengnan, who was standing at the side, was also stunned. He probably didn’t expect this scene 

either. 

Ru Yu looked at Jin Zhengnan’s expression and immediately knew that this shouldn’t be the action after 

their discussion. The cake box on the dining table wasn’t opened, and there was only a set of cutlery on 

the dining table. It was estimated that Lan Ruoshui had only entered the door for less than two minutes 

Jin Zhengnan was still talking to her. 

Ru Yu looked at Lan Ruoshui who was kneeling in front of her and did not know how to answer for a 

moment. Lan Ruoshui was right about one thing. She and Lei Zhenyu did not get married emotionally, so 

there was no question of who loved whom between them. 

Seeing that ru Yu was standing there without saying a word.. Lan Ruoshui could not help but SOB again. 

“Che Ru Yu, we have known each other for so many years. I know your character. You have always 

valued relationships, but you and my uncle do not have any relationship. If you insist on your marriage 

like this, you won’t be able to hold on for long. Most importantly, you are wasting your youth. Why do 

you… “. “… “…” 

“How do you know that there is no love between us? ” A cold and deep voice sounded at the door. Ru 

Yu was slightly stunned and turned her head around. Only then did she realize that Lei Zhenyu was 

standing behind her. 



Lan Ruoshui and Jin Zhengnan never dreamed that Lei Zhenyu would actually come over. Of course, ru 

Yu also never thought that he would come here, so for a moment, everyone was stunned and no one 

spoke. 

“Mr. Jin Zhengnan, ” Lei Zhenyu spoke again. His voice was already indifferent and distant The tone of a 

lawyer was clear. “I’m sorry. Since you’ve already divorced Ms. Che Ru Yu, this house was originally 

given to Ms. Che ru Yu. According to the law, this is her private property. Since you have nothing to do 

with her, you can’t come to her house. ” 

Jin Zhengnan’s face alternated between red and white. He never dreamed that Che ru Yu would call Lei 

Zhenyu over. He glared at ru Yu fiercely, then reached out to pull Lan Ruoshui who was still kneeling on 

the ground. “Let’s go! ” 

Lan Ruoshui panicked and grabbed the bag on the dining chair. Then, she was dragged out of the door 

by Jin Zhengnan. 

Jin zhengnan pulled Lan Ruoshui to the stairs. Just as they were about to come down, he turned around 

and shouted through gritted teeth, “Che Ru Yu, don’t forget who and whose home this is. Don’t… do all 

kinds of messy things here! ” 

Upon hearing his words, ru Yu was so angry that she grabbed the unwrapped cake on the dining table. 

Without thinking, she threw it directly at Jin Zhengnan. 

However, Jin Zhengnan happened to pull Lan Ruoshui down the stairs. Jin Zhengnan was in front while 

Lan Ruoshui was behind unwillingly. The cake immediately fell on Lan Ruoshui’s head. 

Immediately, the cake box made of paper was broken by Lan Ruoshui’s head. Then, a chocolate ice 

cream cake bloomed on Lan Ruoshui’s head. 

Immediately, her hair, face, and body were covered in black and white cream and chocolate. There were 

also some red, yellow, and green fruits mixed in the cake and cake. 

“Che Ru Yu, you lunatic! ” Lan Ruoshui was so angry that she cried out loudly. At this moment, she was 

dressed in all kinds of colors, like a clown in a Sichuan opera. As she cried out, she wanted to turn 

around and pounce on ru Yu again. 

“What do you want to do? ” Lei Zhenyu looked at Lan Ruoshui in front of him coldly and snorted, 

“there’s an idiom called ‘you deserve what you get’ . I’ll give it to you now so that you can learn a lesson. 

Don’t go too far in the future. ” 

Chapter 1184, her birthday 

 

Jin Zhengnan finally dragged the Colorful Lan Ruoshui away. However, the stairs in the corridor were full 

of cakes, chocolate, ice cream, cream, and fruit. It was a very embarrassing scene. 

What made it even more uncomfortable was that the dining table was full of food. Ru Yu glanced at it 

and wanted to throw it away. However, she felt that it was a pity to throw away so much food. There 

were not many public resources on earth. 



Therefore, she took out her cell phone and called the security office at the door. She asked the security 

to get two cleaners to come up and ask them to help clean the stairwell. Then, she would give them all 

the food on the table. 

The two cleaners were very happy. It was not a big deal to clean the stairwell, and the delicacies on the 

table were very valuable, especially beef, pork, pork ribs, etc. . As cleaners.. Sometimes, they could not 

even eat a meal of pork for half a month. 

Ru Yu arranged these things and then came downstairs with Lei Zhenyu. When she saw his car parked 

beside her car, she could not help but ask, “why are you here? ” 

“I came home from work and didn’t see you. ” Lei Zhenyu smiled and explained, “I called your studio. 

They said that you left half an hour earlier, but you didn’t come back when I went back. So I thought that 

you were too greedy and wanted to move all the books in the study here. I was afraid that you would 

have to work hard to carry so many books downstairs, so I wanted to work hard to earn some 

performance. ” 

Ru Yu’s heart moved slightly when she heard his words. It was already November, and the weather in 

the evening was cold. However, at this moment, a warm current surged in her heart, and it was very 

warm and comfortable. 

The two of them got into their own cars and drove home. Sometimes, one in front of the other, and 

sometimes, they walked side by side. They parked side by side at a certain intersection, rolled down the 

car window, and looked at each other. Instantly, they felt that the place where the smoke billowed was 

gentle. 

The Lei family’s dinner was still the same as usual. Lei Zhensheng did not come back, and the 

atmosphere at the dining table was obviously a little more relaxed. Lei Taihe asked Lei Zhenyu if the land 

had been approved, and Lei Zhenyu said that he was working hard. 

The next day was a sunny day. The weather was very good, and even the usually gray sky was 

exceptionally blue. When they went out in the morning, ru Yu could not help but sigh, “what a good 

weather! ” 

“Of course, today is someone’s birthday. Doesn’t the heaven dare to be more brilliant? ” Lei Zhenyu 

joked behind her. 

Ru Yu’s face blushed slightly. She did not tell him that today was her birthday and thought that he did 

not know. She did not expect that he actually knew. 

Lei Zhenyu walked forward and grabbed her hand. Then, he gently loosened it, and a slightly hot boiled 

egg rolled into her palm. 

“My mother used to say that on the morning of your birthday, you have to eat a boiled egg. This means 

that the next year will pass like an egg. ” 

Ru Yu could not help but laugh and nodded. She took the egg and got into the car. Although it was just 

an egg, it was Lei Zhenyu’s heart. She did not ask for much. As long as he remembered her, he would 

place her in his wife’s position. 



She received many messages and calls at noon. It was her birthday, so there were always so many 

people who were worried about her. She also always told everyone that she was fine, that everything 

was fine, so that no one would miss her. 

Ru Yu thought that her birthday would pass just like that. However, when she got off work in the 

afternoon, Lei Zhenyu’s call came before she had even gone downstairs. She picked it up naturally, and 

Lei Zhenyu’s voice came from the phone, “Ru Yu, are you off work? ” 

Chapter 1185, her birthday 

 

“It’s time to get off work. I was just about to drive home. ” While ru Yu was talking, the elevator door 

had already opened. She immediately walked in and asked, “what’s the matter? Don’t you have any 

social events tonight? ” 

The reason why ru yu asked was because Shi Yan had been very busy ever since he went to work at the 

Development Department of the Lei family. He would have two out of three social events. 

“Yeah, I don’t have any social events tonight. I’m also off work. I’m on my way to pick you up. ” Shi Yan’s 

voice came from the phone. Perhaps it was because he had opened the car door He could vaguely hear 

the voice outside the window of his car, “don’t drive away. I got a new car today. Later, we will go for a 

test drive! ” 

“Test Drive? ” Ru Yu frowned instinctively. While walking towards the entrance of the building, she 

asked, “don’t you have a car to drive? Why did you buy a new car? ” 

“that car has been resold. ” Lei Zhenyu’s faint voice came over, and then said, “alright, I have to hang up 

now. Just wait for me at the entrance of the building. I will be there in five minutes. Tonight, I will take 

you to eat farm food. ” 

Ru Yu really had to hand it to Lei Zhenyu. She remembered that his Lamborghini was still fine, why did 

he want to change cars Was He really a rich young master? 

Ru Yu was puzzled, but fortunately, it was only a few minutes. Lei Zhenyu was indeed a man of his word. 

He arrived in five or six minutes. She was obviously stunned when she saw her new car. Damn, this 

person changed cars as he wished, and it was even a Maybach. 

“Your car is getting more and more upscale. How long have you been working here? Isn’t the salary too 

high? ” Ru Yu could not help but sneer She thought Lei Zhenyu was working as a lawyer to earn money 

to support himself, but she didn’t expect him to use his family’s money to buy a Maybach after returning 

to the Lei family for just over a month. 

“My Lamborghini was sold for 500,000 US dollars, and I added 300,000 US dollars to buy this Maybach. ” 

Lei Zhenyu saw the sneer at the corner of her mouth He patiently explained to her, “I earned this 

300,000 US dollars from a lawsuit in the United States. It has nothing to do with the Lei family. ” 

Ru Yu’s mouth twitched when she heard what he said. She wanted to insult him a little more, but when 

she turned around, she thought, forget it. What relationship does she have with Lei Zhenyu? Lei Zhenyu 

doesn’t spend her money. He can buy whatever car he wants. 



Thus, ru Yu immediately opened the car door and got into the car. Lei Zhenyu quickly started the engine. 

The maybach was indeed not a joke. Lei Zhenyu’s driving skills were good as well. When he ran on the 

highway around the city, even though it was only half an hour’s drive, he only used 15 minutes to finish 

it. 

“This place is desolate and wild. You won’t take me to eat grass, right? I’m not a sheep, ” ru Yu said 

jokingly. Lei Zhenyu’s driving just now was somewhat crazy. Fortunately, she was also a racing driver. 

She had driven faster cars than this Therefore, she did not feel anything at all. She just turned her head 

and looked out of the car window. “where are the farm vegetables? ” 

“What’s the rush? We’re still on the highway. We’ll be there soon after we get off the highway. ” Lei 

Zhenyu could not help but laugh when he saw her expression. At this moment, ru Yu was actually just an 

ordinary little woman. 

He liked ordinary little women very much. On the contrary, it was her title, Madam Che Ru Yu, that 

made people somewhat keep a respectful distance from her! 

 COMMENT 

Just as Lei Zhenyu finished speaking, the car immediately sped off the highway to a side ramp. Then, he 

turned left and turned back, finally arriving at a place that looked like a courtyard house. 

Chapter 1186, her birthday 

 

Ru Yu was stunned. She grew up in Korea and often went to the countryside. She had seen many blue-

tiled houses, but she had never seen a courtyard house like this in Korea. 

The courtyard houses that she had seen were in Beijing’s hutongs. They were all left behind by Qianqing. 

Now many of the courtyard houses were unoccupied. Of course, some were still occupied. That was 

already a luxury. 

She had always thought that only Beijing had courtyard houses in the world. However, she had never 

expected that in Korea, in the suburbs of Seoul, in the Green Mountains and green waters, there was 

actually such a beautiful courtyard house hidden. 

However, judging from the quality of the Siheyuan, it should not be very old. It should only have a 

history of three to four years. Of course, it could not be compared to the Siheyuan in Beijing’s Hutong. 

“Don’t tell me that the farm food you mentioned is in this Siheyuan? ” Ru Yu was puzzled for a long time 

before she turned to ask Lei Zhenyu beside her. 

Lei Zhenyu nodded. “How is it? Don’t you like this place? ” 

“I do, ” ru Yu said almost instinctively. She slightly raised her head and looked at the Siheyuan with wide 

eyes and curiosity with the help of the afterglow of the setting sun. There were octagonal green bricks 

and blue tiles, coarse sandpaper stained windows, and there were even hand-cut window flowers stuck 

on the windows. 

The whole Old Beijing! 



“How did you know about this place? ” Ru Yu was still angry. Didn’t Lei Zhenyu go abroad for seven 

years before he came back? 

“I’ll tell you about this in the future. ” Lei Zhenyu smiled, took her hand, and led her into a side room. 

There was an earthen Kang in the side room, and on the earthen Kang was a low kang table. It didn’t 

look like a restaurant at all. 

“The owner of this house is also the owner of this house. He is a descendant of the Chinese people. It is 

said that his ancestors cooked for the imperial court of the Qing Dynasty. In the 1930s, the father of the 

owner of this house came to South Korea. Of course, at that time, this place was still called North Korea. 

After the war, he did not go back for various reasons, and he stayed here all the time. Because he 

missed the imperial court too much, he later had this courtyard house built when he was 80 years old. 

Now, his son and grandson live here. They inherited his cooking skills and opened this special Chinese 

restaurant. ” 

“Then how many batches of guests do they serve today? ” Ru Yu looked out of the window. In fact, the 

window was covered with coarse sandpaper, so she couldn’t see anything clearly. 

“Only one table of dishes is prepared every day. This is a family restaurant, and this rule has been 

followed for decades. Because the dishes here are indeed very good, they usually have to make an 

appointment more than a month in advance. ” 

“You mean you made an appointment a month in advance? ” Ru Yu widened her eyes and looked at the 

man in front of her. 

Lei Zhenyu nodded with a smile and said in a low voice, “well, it’s my wife’s birthday. No matter what, I 

have to prepare in advance. ” 

Ru Yu’s heart trembled slightly, and an unknown warmth quietly flowed through her. When Lei Zhenyu’s 

birthday was celebrated, she went to the fortune cookie shop to buy a cake. However, she did not 

expect that he would actually… … 

The boss was a genuine Chinese. His attire was not only Chinese, but it was also long-sleeved and long-

sleeved. The whole place was ancient China. Well, just this outfit made people feel friendly. 

There were no exquisite photo album-like recipes in the big restaurants of the big hotels. Instead, there 

was a very thin handwritten copy. The paper was yellowed, and the names of the dishes on it were 

written in small seal characters written with a brush. All of them were written in Chinese characters No 

one knew how many Koreans could recognize it. 

Chapter 1187, her birthday 2 

 

Fortunately, she had been learning Chinese since she was a child, and she was also a painter. She had 

also specially studied calligraphy, so she had come into contact with all of the above. Fortunately, the 

names of the dishes were not complicated, so she could recognize most of them. 



Lei Zhenyu said that he had ordered the old hen soup a long time ago because it would take a long time 

to cook. Ru Yu could order the other dishes now. The boss had prepared a lot of ingredients, and most 

of them were on the menu. 

Ru Yu nodded and then ordered a pot of friendly dishes. Since it was a Chinese restaurant, of course, it 

was also a Chinese restaurant, and the dishes here were mainly Beijing cuisine. 

The door of the side room was closed, but the fragrance of the old hen soup could still be smelled in the 

air. Sitting on the earthen brick bed, it was November, and the weather was already bright. Therefore, 

the owner of the earthen brick bed must have cooked it in advance. Now that she sat on it, it was warm 

and warm. 

Ru Yu was sitting by the wall, with her back against the soft wall. She was so comfortable that she closed 

her eyes She could not help but sigh, “in my memory, I lived on the earthen brick bed in the northwest. 

Although the earthen brick bed does not look as comfortable as the bed, to be honest, it is warm in 

winter and cool in summer. In summer, I would not be able to stand out, but in winter, I would burn the 

earthen brick bed with firewood early in the morning. Then, the entire room would be warm. It could be 

warm for the whole day. The heating in your house is still comfortable. ” 

Lei Zhenyu looked at her and could not help but tease her, “why don’t we go back and build an earthen 

brick bed for our family? ” 

Ru Yu followed his words and laughed without a care in the world, “sure, are you going to build an 

earthen brick bed in the Lei family’s villa or in your apartment? ” 

Lei Zhenyu was embarrassed. It seemed that it was not easy for him to build an earthen brick bed in the 

city of Seoul. It was difficult even on the first floor of the villa because it meant that there was a problem 

of firewood burning. 

Just as Lei Zhenyu was feeling embarrassed, the boss brought in four small dishes and placed them on 

the Kang Table. It was indeed a typical Beijing cuisine, and it clearly had the taste of the six must-stay in 

Beijing, especially the pickles. It was basically the six must-stay in Beijing. Her intuition told her that.. 

This should not have been made by the boss himself. 

Of course, ru Yu was a smart person, so she would definitely not expose this point. Moreover, in a place 

like Korea, the boss could build a small courtyard house, could insist on making palace dishes, could 

remember that he was Chinese, and could even continue to make palace dishes.. This was already pretty 

good. 

“How about we go to the northwest of China for our honeymoon? ” Lei Zhenyu suddenly thought of 

something and immediately became happy. “It is said that many people still live in the countryside in the 

northwest. I will go with you to experience it. ” 

“Honeymoon? ” Ru Yu was really convinced by him She sighed softly and said, “alright, the honeymoon 

will probably have to be after the wedding. Our wedding hasn’t been arranged yet. I haven’t been very 

busy recently, but I haven’t mentioned this to my father. ” 

“You can advance the honeymoon payment in advance. ” Lei Zhenyu quickly suggested, “in two days, we 

will enter December. We definitely won’t be able to find out about the northwest part of China. Why 



don’t we go to the northeast? There will definitely be an earthen brick bed there. Moreover, the earthen 

brick bed is about to heat up. It will definitely be very comfortable to sleep on it. ” 

“Alright, aren’t we sitting on this earthen brick bed now? ” Ru Yu was really convinced. She just didn’t 

understand why Lei Zhenyu suddenly had a whim and wanted to advance the honeymoon payment in 

advance? 

Moreover, this marriage between her and him was basically an agreement marriage. What honeymoon 

was there to go on Could it be that he… … wanted to make it look real ? ? 

Chapter 1188, her birthday 3 

 

The two of them were arguing about whether they should take up the honeymoon. The chef had already 

brought in the old hen soup and a few vegetarian dishes that ru Yu had ordered. The thick chicken soup 

was as white as milk, and the old hen was half-submerged in the soup It looked appetizing. 

Although the side dishes made ru Yu feel like she was eating a six-bed pickled melon, the chicken soup 

was indeed very good. She was almost certain that the chef in Binhai one inch ink city might not be able 

to brew such a delicious chicken soup. 

There were few vegetarian dishes in South Korea in winter, but this place was probably transported by 

air. Broccoli, cauliflower, and even wild spinach were all scooped out with boiling water. The chicken 

soup was poured with sesame oil and salt water. It was refreshing and pleasant, and her appetite was 

greatly increased. 

Ru Yu grew up in South Korea and was used to the Kimchi that Korean people had to eat every meal. 

Now that she finally had such a meal, there was no Kimchi on the table. She was in a good mood and ate 

with relish. 

Lei Zhenyu ate faster. After he finished eating, ru Yu was still eating, so he walked out of the room and 

chatted with the boss at the door. The boss took out a cigarette and handed it to her. 

Lei Zhenyu was slightly stunned, but he still took it. The boss used the lighter to light the flame. He took 

a light puff, and the cigarette was lit. 

Ru Yu sat on the warm Kang and drank the old hen soup to eat wild spinach. Although she had already 

taken off her coat, because of the hot soup, the Kang in the room was also warm. Her face was red, and 

there were faint beads of sweat on her forehead. 

Lei Zhenyu and the boss were chatting in Chinese at the door. This was the first time ru Yu knew that Lei 

Zhenyu could speak Chinese. In the past, their communication was in Korean. 

“Is this car new? ” The boss pointed at Lei Zhenyu’s Maybach. “But this car doesn’t seem to be a new 

model. ” 

“I just bought it, ” Lei Zhenyu answered naturally. “But the original owner of this car has bought it for 

several years. He is abroad and rarely drives it, so he sold it to me. ” 



“Oh, how much does this car cost in RMB? Is it more expensive than the modern? ” The boss was indeed 

Chinese He was spending Korean dollars every day, but when it came to the amount, he had 

unknowingly said how much it was in RMB. It was probably because he often bought it from China and 

had to exchange it for RMB. 

“No, it’s more or less the same. ” Lei Zhenyu took a puff of the cigarette in his hand as he spoke, then 

threw it on the ground and put it out with his feet. He had never liked smoking, and the boss’s cigarette 

was a little smoky. He could not stand it after a few puffs. 

Ru Yu was inside listening to the conversation between the boss and Lei Zhenyu. The chicken soup that 

she had just drunk sprayed out of her mouth, almost choking her to death. Lei Zhenyu, oh Lei Zhenyu, a 

Maybach is more or less the same as a modern. Why didn’t you buy a modern If you used the money of 

a Maybach to buy a modern, wouldn’t you be able to buy more than twenty of them? 

Ru Yu finally finished her meal. Lei Zhenyu had already paid the bill. The two of them walked out of the 

palace’s farm food together. Ru Yu could not help but laugh when she thought of his words that were 

similar to modern She used her hand to hit Lei Zhenyu’s back and shouted, “Lei Zhenyu, do you have to 

lie to me like this? ” “Maybe the owner really used the money from modern to buy a Maybach. Don’t 

you want to cause the owner to be called a lunatic “Also, don’t you usually smoke “You can actually 

smoke more than half a cigarette. You really hide it well, don’t you? ” 

Chapter 1189 birthday present 

 

Lei Zhenyu looked at her like that. Because he had just eaten, his face was flushed red. At this moment, 

she was laughing and making a scene. Her face looked even more like the peach blossom in March, so 

beautiful that people could not look away. 

She was still laughing and shouting. He reached out to wrap his arm around her waist and slightly 

lowered his head. His thin lips directly covered her pink and tender lips. Just as she was about to twist 

them away, he reached out and grabbed the back of her head. 

Ru Yu’s personality had always been cold and indifferent. Usually, whether it was doing things or eating, 

she was indifferent and steady. She rarely showed her feminine side like tonight. 

Ru Yu was stunned for a moment before she reacted. Lei Zhenyu, on the other hand, exerted a little 

more force and turned this deep kiss around, allowing her to deeply experience his real existence. 

Ru Yu was almost dizzy from his kiss and only felt that she was about to lose her balance when she 

reached out to wrap her arms around his waist. The two of them stood under the poplar tree outside 

the ancient courtyard with green bricks and green tiles, standing in the silent night They kissed each 

other affectionately… … 

In the distance, they could vaguely see a bit of white. It was probably because the little bit of snow from 

last night had not melted yet. In the horizon, a full moon hung in the sky.. 

The white moonlight was as cool as water. It shone on a couple who were hugging and kissing, pulling 

their backs very, very long… … 



On the way back to the city, Lei Zhenyu’s car drove very slowly. The air conditioner was turned on in the 

car, and the whole car was warm. Ru Yu took off her coat and threw it on the seat behind the car. Lei 

Zhenyu helped her turn down the front passenger seat and let her lie on the side. It was very 

comfortable. 

“We have a deeper skin-to-skin blind date tonight. Have we already cooked the raw rice? ” Lei Zhenyu 

turned to look at her and asked jokingly. 

“Yes. ” She nodded seriously and followed his words. “It’s almost done. It’s almost done. ” 

“Then let’s work harder and cook it directly tonight, okay? ” He was shameless. It was clearly a joke, but 

his eyes were full of seriousness. 

Ru Yu was slightly stunned. She immediately knew that they could not continue discussing this topic So 

she quickly changed the topic. “Well, since you know that tonight is my birthday, don’t tell me that you 

are going to treat me to a meal of Palace Farm Food? No. Is it a gift? ” 

“Yes, ” he answered seriously. He reached out and held her hand in his palm, asking in a low voice, 

“what… What gift do you want? ” 

“What gift do you want to give me? ” Ru Yu turned around and asked him. 

“Don’t tell me that you want whatever I give you? ” Lei Zhenyu asked jokingly, but there was a 

meaningful look in his eyes when he looked at her. 

It was a pity that ru yu didn’t turn her face to him, so she didn’t notice his expression, so she yawned 

and nodded, “well, whatever. It’s just a birthday, I want whatever you give me. ” 

“then… can I give myself to you? ” Lei Zhenyu’s voice was finally no longer joking, but a rare seriousness 

and seriousness … 

“You… ” ru Yu seemed to have snapped back to her senses, and then glared at him fiercely. She could 

not help but shout in a low voice, “Lei Zhenyu, can you not be so boring? ” 

Lei Zhenyu immediately fell silent. Was He boring He just wanted to take their relationship to the next 

level, but judging from her appearance, it was probably impossible for her to agree. 

Chapter 1190. The noise early in the morning 

 

Ru Yu did not sleep well last night. 

Last night was originally her birthday. Before that, Lei Zhenyu had brought her to eat that court farm 

food. The atmosphere had always been very good until they were on the way home. It was only until he 

said that he wanted to give him to her as a birthday present that the atmosphere became cold. 

When they returned to the Lei family home, she went upstairs to take a shower because she was a little 

angry. Lei Zhenyu was stopped by Lei Zhensheng and Lei Taihe. No one knew what they were discussing. 



Last night, she took a shower and went to bed. Before Lei Zhenyu came upstairs, she had already Fallen 

Asleep on her sofa bed. In her daze, she felt that Lei Zhenyu had come upstairs. Fortunately, he did not 

come to disturb her. 

In the morning, she had been woken up by the alarm clock. When she woke up, her head was still in 

some pain. Lei Zhenyu was no longer in her room. He had probably gone downstairs. She did not pay 

much attention to him. After washing up, she also walked downstairs. 

Just as she reached the stairs.. She heard the voice of Cai Shaofen, her sister-in-law, “Lei Zhensheng, 

you’re really amazing, aren’t you “For the sake of that little slut outside, I didn’t even care about the 

land of the Lei family. Now, for that little slut, you actually want to divorce me “What did I do wrong in 

being the daughter-in-law of the Lei family “Did I embarrass you, or did I embarrass the Lei Family? ” 

Divorce Ru Yu’s head exploded. She really didn’t expect that Lei Zhensheng would divorce Cai Shaofen. 

Weren’t they married for 18 years Cai Shaofen didn’t have a child, and she never divorced. Why did she 

suddenly divorce again? 

Ru Yu didn’t know who the little B * Tch Cai Shaofen was talking about was However, she had seen Lei 

Zhensheng with a young woman who was not even 30 years old at the blissful western bakery. 

“She’s pregnant, ” Lei Zhensheng’s deep voice rang out. “Shaofen, I know you’re a good person and have 

your duty to the Gu family, but I, Lei Zhensheng, can’t possibly not leave her behind, can i? Although 

Ruoshui is back, she’s still a girl. ” 

“pregnant? ” Cai Shaofen obviously did not expect that the women outside Lei Zhensheng would 

actually get pregnant. This was because he had had many women in the past, but there had never been 

any incidents of pregnancy. 

“Yes, pregnant, ” Lei Zhensheng replied with a very affirmative voice again. Then, he looked at Cai 

Shaofen and said, “we’re husband and wife. I won’t mistreat you. As for the property, I’ll try my best to 

meet your requirements… ” 

“according to the Lei family’s rules, even if a woman with a physical appearance gives birth to a child, 

she will be brought back to be raised, ” Cai Shaofen coldly interrupted Lei Zhensheng’s words Then, she 

said indifferently, “moreover, it is still uncertain who the child in the arms of the woman outside is. 

According to the Lei family’s rules, the child will be born for DNA testing. It is your child. Bring it back, 

and I will help you raise it. ” 

“But she… ” 

“ENOUGH! ” Lei Taihe’s voice sounded angrily Then, he glared at his eldest son and said, “when our Lei 

family and the Cai family got married, we promised that the divorce would not happen. According to the 

young woman, the woman outside of your family will bring the child back after giving birth, and the 

woman outside will pay for it. ” 

Ru Yu secretly booed when she heard this. She did not expect Lei Zhensheng, the CEO of the Lei family, 

to still be unable to make decisions for his own marriage. He still had to listen to Lei Taihe. This Lei 

family probably had Lei Taihe in charge of everything, right? 



While ru Yu was sighing, she heard Lei Taihe calling out to her, “Che Ru Yu, come over here. I have 

something to tell you. ” 

Ru Yu felt strange. Just now, Lei Zhensheng and Cai Shaofen were arguing about the divorce. How did it 

become Lei Taihe who was talking to her in the blink of an eye? Could it be that the Lei family was 

thinking of her again about the matter of passing on the family line? 

 


